BOARD COMPOSITION

Be strategic about
board composition
It is nat've to assume that all directors are equally capable in every respect. Boards need to
be built on multiple diverse talents and perspectives to execute their responsibilities effectively.
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OARD COMPOSITION is the cornerstone

for enlightened corporate governance.
I believe a smartly composed board
is the most pivotal tactic for making
boards more independent and effective.
Board composition is the foundation for venturing
beyond compliance and demonstrating conviction
to maximize long-term shareowner value.
While board independence is defined and mandated by regulators, knowledge and engagement
demonstrate enlightened director independence.
The more you know, the more you engage in board
deliberations. The more you are engaged, the better
you understand board issues and challenges.
Board composition is not legislated; it is a choice.
Boards have an option to disregard the need to be
strategic about board composition or to capitalize
on the opportunity.
In simple terms, board composition is a function
of size and diversity. It is defined by the number
of directors and their multiplicity of experiences,
backgrounds, and perspectives.
Corporate directors are chosen from a pool of
highly qualified people, and being selected as a
shareholder representative is a very significant
achievement that demonstrates that the director
has cleared a high hurdle of competence. However,
it is naive to assume that all directors are equally
capable in every respect. While traditional boards
might find it useful to maintain this polite fiction,
all directors and boards are not equal. Maintaining
this position is an excellent way to enforce a status
quo that limits the board's performance. Although
all directors are high-achievers with equal legal responsibilities to serve, exercise duty of care, and act
in good faith, they differ substantially in the kinds
of value they can contribute to the board. Each
director embodies differences in experience, background, interests, and tenure, which is desirable.

considering that multiple talents are necessary for
the board to execute its responsibility effectively.

Taking size into consideration
The size of the board is an important factor in
board performance, because the effectiveness of
each director is strongly influenced by the number
of other directors with whom each individual must
interact. Today's corporate boardroom is the setting for serious work, not friendly chitchat. Board
membership should balance congeniality with independence.
A director on a board with too few members will
experience isolation, limited input, interaction with
a narrow field of vision, and pressure to reduce his
or her independence. A director on a board with
too many members will find it difficult to participate in board proceedings, confront the company's
challenges, and build solutions.
In general, boards should have a
minimum of seven, and no more than
15, directors. Enlightened boards typically limit their sizes to about nine to
13 members. This size is large enough
to staff several board committees, but is
small enough to allow each board member the opportunity to participate fully
in the board's leadership process, which
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includes intense listening, thought-provoking
questioning, and adding insightful comments and
perspectives. In 2006, two-thirds of all corporate
boards had 12 or fewer directors.
If the board is composed of an even number of
members, directors wil! have more difficulty reaching consensus, which is one reason that some corporations limit the size of
their boards to a small odd
number, often five, seven,
Even CEOs who are
or nine. One positive effect of smaller board size
genuinely great leaders
is that it deters the formation of hierarchies in the
do not necessarily make
board. Understandably,
some directors are more
the best directors.
opinionated and determined to exert their will,
even at the expense of losing opportunities to hear
and benefit from the opinions of others. In this regard, a large board is likely to encourage formation
of an inner faction of directors that suppress the
exchange of ideas.
Therefore, why seek larger boards if smaller
boards are more effective and also less expensive
in terms of costs and benefits? The answer is, while
boards need to be small enough to promote timely
discussion and efficient decision making, they also
should be large enough to gain sufficient input and
encourage debate. Small boards may limit diverse
points of view.

On the matter of diversity
In terms of diversity, the enlightened board includes both male and female executives from the
racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds most relevant to the company's operations and present and
anticipated customer base. Board composition that
reflects the global ecology raises the professional
tension of constructive debate and introduces directors to more taxing challenges, making board
meetings more valuable.
Although many societal needs provide the basis
for persuasive arguments for board gender, racial,
and ethnic diversification, my arguments for these
kinds of board diversification are based on labor
force and domestic and global market demographics. The enlightened board seeks diversity as a competitive advantage.
In my view, seeking diversity for diversity's sake
is good business, and a board seeking diversity in its
membership is engaging in reasonable and expected behavior. Whether in gender, ethnicity, or other
dimensions, diversity always should be pursued as
an opportunity to broaden the perspectives at the
boardroom table in pursuit of increased long-term
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shareowner value. Like size, diversity is too important an ingredient of enlightened director independence to be pursued casually.
The challenge of developing a board that reflects
the customers and communities targeted by the
company is amplified by the preference of most
boards for mining the wealth of knowledge and
experience offered by current and retired CEOs.
Boards undoubtedly need directors with leadership
experience, but enlightened boards recognize that
all great directors do not necessarily run publicly
held corporations. Moreover, as we have learned
from disasters at Tyco, Global Crossing, Computer
Associates, and WorldCom, among others, not all
CEOs are great leaders! In fact, even CEOs who are
genuinely great leaders do not necessarily make the
best directors.
Great directors are to be found not only in corporate settings, but also in government and in notfor-profit cultural and academic settings. Given
the substantial shortage of CEOs available to serve
as directors, boards should develop strategies for
tapping into the eclectic pool of highly qualified
candidates working in nontraditional settings. No
board should accept the assertion that qualified
candidates for directorships cannot be found.

Broadening the pool
One way of broadening the prospective director pool
is to consider qualified foreign executives as potential candidates. Ofthe more than 6 billion people
in the world, fewer than 5 percent are residents of
the United States. For a company with global reach,
there is no substitute for a director with current,
real-life, day-to-day experiences outside the United
States. Although directors wanting greater insight
into an established or emerging foreign market
initially might feel more comfortable recruiting an
American executive who has lived and managed
operations in that market or a foreign national of
that market currently residing in the United States,
recruiting a foreign national living in that foreign
market instantly expands the board's point of view.
Such a director possesses cultural insights that can
prevent operational misunderstandings and marketing blunders in the market he or she represents.
He or she also can provide access to key foreign decision-makers and industry leaders who can help
the company forge new business alliances.
In 2004, only 30 percent of U.S. corporate boards
had at least one foreign director. Progress in this
direction has been impeded by several difficulties in recruitment and implementation. Identifying foreign candidates who are both interested in
and able to serve on boards of U.S. corporations
Continued on page 75
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rier has faded as a reasonable rationale for failing to
achieve global representation on the board.
Corporate governance works best when direcContinued from page 34
tors are selected for business savvy and shareholder
is difficult, largely because corporate governance orientation. Consequently, some suggest that corpostructures in many regions of the world make it rations create problems when they select directors
difficult or impossible for foreign executives to merely to add diversity or prominence to the board.
serve on corporate boards. For example, although Boards will sometimes seek prominent directors to
directors of European supervisory boards and gain better insights, seek improved access to customcorporate management boards can be excellent ers, develop an image, or merely to make the board
candidates for U.S. corporate directorships, many and company seem more notable than they really
European companies prohibit their senior execu- are. Adding prominent people to the board of directives from serving on other companies' boards. The tors can be important, but, in general, boards should
pervasive Japanese corporate tradition in which a require much more of their directors than fame or
company's senior executive officers function as its celebrity. The core selection criteria of competence
corporate board of directors prevents Japanese ex- and experience in areas of importance to the comecutives from serving as directors of other publicly pany never should be compromised tor show.
held corporations.
Time-zone differences present another barrier to
the recruitment of foreign executives by U.S. corporate boards because scheduling meetings for a set
of directors residing in different time zones around
the globe is extremely difficult, even if the meeting
contemplated is only a conference call. Furthermore, language differences once impeded recruitment of foreign executives to American boards because many otherwise desirable foreign candidates
were not fluent enough in the English language to
communicate easily and openly in an American
boardroom. However, with English now quite well
established as a global business language, this bar-

A look toward the future
Boards can improve their functioning in a radically
changing environment by maintaining an effective
number and mix of directors that encourage communication among members. A wisely selected
group of directors representing diverse experiences,
opinions, and cuUures should act as resources for
the CEO. Again, board composition is the cornerstone for enlightened corporate governance — enhancing director independence and maximizing
long-term shareowner value.
M
The author can be contacted at dr.crawford@xceo.net.
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